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Our Vision

have access to locally grown,
nutritious food
understand the role they can play
in creating a regenerative and
equitable food system
feel connected to their neighbors
and to the natural world
see themselves as environmental
stewards, working to sustain a
healthy planet

Eastie Farm envisions a world where
all people:

East Boston, Massachusetts, is a majority-immigrant, Environmental Justice community on
the frontlines of climate change. Eastie Farm was born in 2015, when a group of neighbors
joined hands to fix up a long-abandoned lot on Sumner Street, reclaiming it as a place to
gather and grow food. In the following years, Eastie Farm worked to preserve and revitalize
more open spaces around the neighborhood as educational urban farms. We now operate 7
growing spaces including the first geothermal greenhouse in the Boston region. We teach
children about climate science and the food system, and we work to alleviate food insecurity
through free food distributions and our Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) program.

Our Beginning

Who We Are

Our Mission
Eastie Farm pursues climate justice, food security, and community resilience through urban
agriculture, education, and the building of an equitable local food system.

Our Values 

Community: Caring for each other makes us all stronger
Education: Understanding our world empowers us to make it better
Stewardship: To protect our environment is to protect our future
Resilience: When the going gets tough, the tough get growing
Justice: Food justice, climate justice, and economic justice are interdependent and can
only be achieved through an approach that centers diversity, equity, and inclusion

Children pull greens from grow bags at 294 Sumner
Street and are overjoyed to learn that carrots are
attached (2016). Early eco-engagement is central to our
Student Stewards program.
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Grow food in our 7 interactive and joyful community spaces
Provide opportunities for all community members to collaborate in farming and
harvesting fresh produce at reclaimed sites in our neighborhood
Farm communally, without dividing space into private plots
Share harvest with the community via harvest parties, CSA, and donations to
partner organizations
Support community members in growing food at home

Build community
Activate spaces for community events, education programs, and workshops

Demonstrate regenerative, sustainable approaches to land use
Incorporate climate solutions like rainwater catchment and geothermal energy in site
infrastructure

Rejuvenate abandoned lots as interactive growing spaces under our Living Lands program

Alleviate food insecurity in East Boston
Support 100+ families by providing free or subsidized weekly CSA shares
Destigmatize food aid by offering the same CSA shares to residents regardless of
payment tier (free, subsidized, or market rate)
Source from nearby farms, improving the local economy while reducing food miles
Employ East Boston community members to distribute food
Connect food-insecure residents to assistance programs beyond Eastie Farm's own,
using a multilingual and multichannel approach that removes barriers to access

Build a healthier and more equitable food system through our Produce For People program

What We Do

Farming

Education

Educate students and the community on food systems, local economy, and climate
Junior Farmers: elementary school summer program in which students garden,
identify edible plants, cook simple recipes, and enjoy local produce
Climate NATURE: school-term elementary and middle school program in which
students learn about climate change, renewable energy, food systems, nutrients,
natural ecosystems, pollinators, composting, and eco-sensitive farming
Climate Corps: earn-to-learn fellowship in which high school students train for green
jobs by farming, assisting with CSA, caring for street trees, and working in our
geothermal greenhouse to acquire practical knowledge about renewable energy

Empower youth to build a healthier future via our Student Stewards program

Food
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Where We Are

Constructed a first-of-its-kind zero-emissions geothermal greenhouse
Established 7 urban farms in 7 years around East Boston which serve as community
gathering sites and places for hands-on education
Responded to acute food insecurity beginning in 2020, serving 5,000 hot meals a week
during the height of the COVID crisis
Founded a Climate Corps program for youth, empowering students to shape their
future through education and employment
Employed critically homeless youth and low-income individuals in food aid efforts,
inspiring the “Food Justice with Jobs” and “Food Justice Frontline” legislation
Created hundreds of volunteer opportunities for residents and college students to
practice environmental stewardship
Assembled a board and workforce that represents the community; the board is majority
women; the executive director and all officers of the board live in East Boston
Continue to strive for diversity, equity, and inclusion: among our board, staff, and
volunteers, we are women, BIPOC, immigrant, neuro-divergent, and LGBTQ+

Our Accomplishments

Our Growth

Affordable, fresh produce in a nationally recognized food desert
Green, open space in a neighborhood experiencing a flurry of high-end development
Environmental education opportunities in public schools with limited hands-on curricula

Staff: starting with 2 part-time staff and a volunteer director, we now employ 6 full-time
staff, 1 near-full-time person, and over 10 part-time/seasonal staff 
Sites: starting with 1 site we now maintain 7 including our geothermal greenhouse
Programming: starting with 1 day a week of in-school education we now have 4 programs
that run all year long, with more schools expressing interest

In the past two years, Eastie Farm has rapidly grown in response to demand for: 

To meet these needs, Eastie Farm has expanded its staff, sites, and programming in 2022.

From left to right, Cameron and David handing a
food bag to Sumner Street neighbor Kenny. Eastie
Farm employed Cam and David, youth who had
been chronically homeless, to distribute food during
the COVID crisis, enabling them to earn enough to
pay rent (2020). 

As part of our COVID response, we also incubated
Mutual Aid Eastie, and fiscally sponsored Cosecha
Massachusetts, an immigrant rights organization.
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Before 2022, there were no greenhouses in the greater Boston area that used a
geothermal heating and cooling system. The idea of a sustainable, zero-emissions
greenhouse, however desirable, was seen as cost-prohibitive and difficult to build,
especially in an urban area. Eastie Farm had a vision and proved that it could be achieved.
On October 13, 2022, after years of effort, we activated the HVAC system at our new
greenhouse at 6 Chelsea Terrace and listened in awe as it jumped into beautiful action.

Geothermal HVAC system powered by 100% green electricity is fossil fuel free
Operable roof allows for passive cooling on warmer days
Retractable energy curtain and ground insulation retain heat on colder days 
Rainwater catchment system conserves groundwater and builds thermal mass
Drainage system replenishes groundwater and keeps waterways clean
Year round programming in a climate controlled building means more:

Full time jobs for East Boston residents
Seedlings and saplings grown locally
Climate science education offered and solutions demonstrated
Food distributed
Revenue generated, leading to the economic resiliency of the organization

Here's why we are so excited about the greenhouse:

Spotlight: Our Geothermal Greenhouse

Where We Are

Left: A 40-foot drill rig fits snugly into 6 Chelsea Terrace as it creates the first of three 455-foot-deep geothermal wells
that will cleanly heat and cool the greenhouse (2021).
Right: A group of students tours 6 Chelsea Terrace after the construction of the greenhouse. So much has changed
that only the billboard in the background is recognizable (2022). This redevelopment was supported in part by the City of
Boston (GrowBoston) and the State of Massachusetts (EEA and MDAR).
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Grow the number of CSA subscriptions from 400 in 2022 to 1000 by 2027
Grow the number of affordable subscriptions proportionately
Establish a CSA subscriber forum to connect, share recipes, reduce waste (2023)
Provide CSA subscribers with information on the contents of the CSA box to build
knowledge of produce varieties, growing practices, and cooking techniques (2023)
Integrate CSA with a farm stand to minimize waste and sell surplus (2024)

Work to de-stigmatize food aid and increase access to available programs
Continue to make the same CSA boxes available at the same pickup times and locations
for our free, subsidized, and market-rate customers
Make CSA boxes available to SNAP recipients in East Boston at little or no cost through
the state HIP benefit (2023)
Connect 600 low-income households to appropriate food-aid programs annually

Establish a presence at local farmers markets to distribute information about
available food-aid programs beyond EF's own (2023)

Where We're Going

Focus Area 1: Food

Support New England farms
Connect food-insecure individuals to green
employment opportunities, providing a path
to self-sufficiency
Foster the consumption of locally-grown
produce, ranging from regional crops to
forageable fruit from neighborhood trees
Reduce cultural, economic, and linguistic
barriers to food access
Reduce food waste and food miles at every
opportunity
Sustain our free and subsidized offerings
through our market rate offerings
Foster a holistic understanding of the food
system, educating consumers about the
interconnected nature of agriculture, waste
management, local economy, and climate

Guiding Principles:

Eastie Farm’s Produce For People program aims to alleviate food insecurity, support the
local economy, and build a healthier food system. In the next five years, we plan to establish
the foundation for a food-secure East Boston by expanding our affordable CSA program and
food-aid outreach. We will:

The Goal:

Foraged mulberries from a tree at Sumner Street will make a
sweet addition to our CSA (2022). Protecting and enhancing
our tree canopy is an important part of our climate work.
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Eastie Farm's rapid COVID response: Weekly food box
distribution and delivery for over 650 families

Family enjoys free greens and
fruits from Eastie Farm

Meal cooked with free fish
distributed by Eastie Farm
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CSA Customers pick up their bags

Cooking class 

Locally Grown

Staff sorts produce

MA Farmers we support 

Boston Housing
Authority residents

receive free CSA
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Document site operations & maintenance plans
Create a calendar for farming and education, including
seasonal workshop offerings
Complete internal greenhouse infrastructure for growing

2023 

Where We're Going

Focus Area 2: Farming

Complete new site acquisition process if awarded (Eagle Hill)
Perform preventative maintenance on all farm sites
Pilot farm-to-table produce sales to local restaurants 
Partner with a local composting service

2024 

Eastie Farm’s Living Lands program aims to develop growing spaces that serve as learning
centers, neighborhood hubs, and examples of regenerative land use. In the next five years,
we will expand the program by acquiring more sites, streamlining operations at existing sites,
and formalizing partnerships with schools, restaurants, and neighborhood organizations.

The Goal:

An EF board member, volunteer, and staff member
enjoy fresh produce after a harvest party (2017).

Executive Director Kannan Thiruvengadam harvests
neighborhood apples for a cider pressing event (2017).

Formalize school garden partnerships
Install water and electric utilities at the Eagle Hill site
Bid to acquire another site (Eagle Hill)
Install English and Spanish signage in all existing farm 

Conduct review of greenhouse operations after 1 full year of growing
Create a plan for new land acquisition from concept to maintenance

       sites to enable self-guided tours
Plants bring people together at Eastie
Farm's annual seedling event (2020).
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Where We're Going

Focus Area 2: Farming (continued)

Before: The original Eastie Farm location at 294
Sumner Street was an overgrown lot before a group
of neighbors including Monica and Kannan came
together to transform it (2015).

Complete new site acquisition process if awarded (Harborview)
Finish equipping all sites for full programming and preparing them for reservations

Multiply our own food production threefold from 2022 yield via greenhouse operations,
improved irrigation at all sites, and site acquisitions

2026 

2027 

Demonstrate climate mitigation, adaptation, and resilience in all sites
Promote biodiversity and native vegetation in all sites
Ensure sites are set up to support community needs
Create more volunteer opportunities and make better use of volunteer availability
Increase accessibility of sites for all needs

Guiding Principles:

Set up irrigation systems at all sites
Formalize and expand farm-to-table partnerships with local restaurants 
Bid to acquire another site (Harborview)
Begin preparing newer and less-established sites for educational programming, food
distribution, and event reservations
Multiply our own food production twofold from 2022 yield via greenhouse operations,
improved irrigation at all sites, and site acquisitions

2025

After: Students from Donald McKay Elementary eat
fresh produce from alongside the path at the revitalized
294 Sumner Street (2022).
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Site manager Juana
Sanchez welcomes then

City Councilor Wu to
harvest greens at “Nuestra

Jardín”

Vice President of the
Board Jaclyn Golding
explores pollinators

with a young volunteer

Site manager Roberto
Gomez leads a volunteer
group at our Sam Adams

Elementary School garden

Brussels sprouts we grew
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2025 
Teach Climate NATURE in 4 schools
Create a Green Jobs Pathway working with Boston Public Schools and job providers

2026 & 2027
Implement the Green Jobs Pathway and assist 100 youth in getting green jobs

Focus Area 3: Education

Where We're Going

Environmental education should be hands-on, student-centered, and outdoor-oriented 
Programs should be accessible, inclusive, and tailored to our community 
Programs should incorporate climate justice as a key subject, emphasizing
connections between climate, food, and equity
Programs should incorporate other Eastie Farm services so families of students can
benefit from those services 

Eastie Farm’s Student Stewards program aims to
cultivate the next generation of environmental
stewards through hands-on learning opportunities
that engage and inspire. In the next five years, we
plan to expand the program so that food systems
and ecosystems literacy is available to East Boston
students of all grades and income levels.
Specifically, we will create a Green Jobs Pathway
that integrates our Junior Farmers, Climate
NATURE, and Climate Corps offerings.

The Goal:

Guiding Principles:

Donald McKay elementary school students
draw their dream school garden during a
Climate NATURE session (2022).

2023
Develop Climate NATURE curricula for elementary, middle, and high school levels
Teach Climate NATURE in 2 schools during school term
Offer Junior Farmers to 3 schools during summer term
Engage National Institute of Out of School Time and/or Boston After School and
Beyond for yearly progress measurement in youth programming
Formalize curriculum for the Junior Farmers program
Develop training for Climate Corps youth program

2024
Rejuvenate partnered school gardens and involve them in experiential learning
Teach Climate NATURE in 3 schools
Expand Climate Corps from 6 youth members to 12
Incorporate the EF beehive at the East Boston Public Library into Student Stewards
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Eastie Farm climate education at Maverick Landing: A creative expression session 

First time watering a plant  Green babies
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Focus Area 4: Organizational Sustainability

Where We're Going

2023
Clarify the scope and mandate of each staff role as it relates to the organization’s
overall priorities and mission
Recruit a finance expert to serve on the board
Formalize grant-writing process

Establish a grant calendar and begin applications further in advance
Pursue larger grants with a longer time horizon
Seek sources of unrestricted operational funding

Systematize legal and fiscal compliance
Review existing programs to identify part-time and seasonal positions that can be
transitioned into full-time and annual positions
Codify operational protocols and procedures
Create board committees to align with programming and governance goals
Secure an indoor office space
Codify a decision making framework for site acquisitions, programs, and projects

Ongoing
Ensure fiscal strength and discipline
Nurture government and private
sector partnerships
Grow and maintain an individual
donor community within East Boston
Grow and maintain a substantial
volunteer force
Align board committee structure with
program and governance goals
Promote a culture that is healthy,
positive, and joyful by providing staff
and volunteers with regular
professional development
opportunities as well as chances to
relax and have fun together

Eastie Farm aims to model its values in the way it conducts its own internal operations. In
the next five years, Eastie Farm plans to achieve stability and efficiency in its operations
and establish a plan for sustaining itself into the long-term future. 

The Goal:

A pollinator visits Eastie Farm. 
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Focus Area 4: Organizational Sustainability (continued)

Where We're Going

Americorps service member Alex Graora carries meals to
volunteer drivers during the COVID crisis, with work funded by
the Boston Foundation, East Boston Foundation, the City of
Boston, Empower East Boston, and Mothers Out Front (2020).

Ensure leadership represents the interests of the communities we serve
Ensure each initiative follows a lean approach that begins with small, low-stakes
experiments and builds on what proves to be most beneficial to the community
Collect ongoing feedback from program beneficiaries to ensure relevance
Prioritize program elements that contribute to transformative change; phase others out
Pay wages that enable workers to live in East Boston

Guiding Principles:

2024
Begin transitioning part-time to full-time positions, and seasonal to annual
Refocus existing programs so they can be sustained largely from earned revenue
Create & implement a relationship nourishment plan (funders, partners, coalitions)
Create & implement a messaging strategy so our work reaches more people 

2025
Add an operations officer
Assess the execution of this plan and course-correct as needed
Prepare to grow earned revenue as a proportion of the organizational budget

2026
Begin process for hiring a new director

2027
Assess the execution of this plan and create a new 5-year strategic plan
Achieve enough earned revenue to sustain core operations

Climate Corps youth Nicole and Katherine pose with EF-grown
melons before adding them to our CSA (2022). East Boston
Foundation, Rose Foundation, and Liberty Mutual Foundation
are among our youth program funders.
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How We Plan to Measure Our Progress
Impact. Impact is our priority. In all of Eastie Farm's efforts, we strive to maximize the
positive impact we have on our neighbors, on our neighborhood, and on our world.
 
We will measure our positive impact by tracking these metrics:

Measuring Progress

Donald McKay students enjoy playtime at Eastie
Farm after learning about the rain barrels we have
connected to the neighbor's downspout (2022).

Volunteers we engage, people we employ, core workers we retain, new workforce we
develop, professional and economic growth we provide for workers, and households we
help enroll in energy efficiency and clean energy programs

Students we teach, youth we empower to seek careers in green jobs, school
partnerships, and number of children who visit our farm sites

Land we convert to climate-healing and community-building use, biodiversity we achieve
and support in our spaces, food we grow, food waste we redirect away from landfills and
incinerators, stormwater we manage, trees we plant and care for, renewable energy or
energy conservation projects we implement, and our greenhouse energy savings

Number of CSA subscribers, amount of food distributed, number of households we
assist in accessing food aid, number of farms we support, food miles we reduce, and the
amount of money we redirect to the local economy

A Junior Farmer is the first to volunteer her
palate to try some freshly grown Eastie Farm
greens (2022).
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If you care about climate justice, food security, and education, you face a choice: How to
invest your resources so they'll have the most transformative impact. At Eastie Farm, that’s
the question we ask ourselves every single day — how can we create the deepest benefit
with the time, budget, and skills that we have? 

When you choose to work with Eastie Farm as a funder/donor, partner, or volunteer, you
can be sure your investment will bear fruit, lots of it — the fruit of progress — and even a
real apple or pear that you can taste! Whatever contribution you make, we are ready to help
it grow into the positive change that we all yearn to see, and be.

Join us! Be part of Eastie Farm's story. Make a donation or get started as a volunteer.

Eastie Farm thrives today because of all those who have supported us and trusted us to
carry out our mission so far, including our volunteers, staff, board, private donors,
institutional funders, city and state government agencies, neighborhood civic associations,
partner organizations in East Boston and beyond, our neighbors and abutters, local farms,
academic advisors, elected officials, journalists, and our CSA & seedling customers. To all
who have supported us, to all who have lifted us up, our deepest THANKS. As we continue
this work together, the best is yet to come.

Join Our Journey

State Representative Adrian Madaro and State Senator Lydia Edwards plant a tree with Farm Manager
Alex Graora and Director Kannan Thirvengadam on Earth Day (2022). Mass EEA and MDAR have
funded EF's food and farming programs. The MA legislature included EF in its 2022 and 2023 budgets.
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Boston Mayor Janey, city staff, and state staff celebrate Eastie
Farm's first site

"This is a blueprint for community-centered
climate work" — Congresswoman Ayanna

Pressley at Eastie Farm's geothermal greenhouse

Carrot buddies at Eastie Farm 

Boston Mayor Michelle Wu with Eastie Farm staff
Roberto Gomez and Heather O'Brien

Eastie Farm's
marine eco-
education at 

Donald McKay K-8 

Differently abled volunteers at Eastie Farm

Young Eastie Farm volunteer Josue
receives citation from State Rep. Madaro 

School children marvel at plants taller than them at
Eastie Farm

Mayor Marty Walsh gives EF the Greenovate award A swallowtail visits Eastie Farm
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